
cent greater than under the basic model with an average differ-
ence of 38 percent. This result is not too surprising, since all
producers receive a Class I premium of 30.5 cents per hundred-
weight under the cooperative structure. Comparing total pro-
ducer net returns under both models shows that over the entire
period producers receive $514.3 thousand more under the co-
operative arrangement. Of this amount, member producers
receive about 38 percent or $195.4 thousand and independent
producers receive 62 percent or $318.9 thousand, even though
member producers account for 42 percent and independent pro-
ducers account for 58 percent of milk sales. This seemingly un-
equitable distribution of net revenue between member and
independent producers occurs because member producers pay a
service fee of 11.6 cents per hundredweight while all producers
receive the Class I premium.

Processor net returns are greater under the cooperative
arrangement in ten quarters and lower in six quarters. For the
entire period processor net returns are $76.8 thousand more than
in the absence of a cooperative. The gain in total processor net
returns is substantially smaller than the gain in producer net
returns.

Total returns to retailers (after payments to processors) are
slightly greater under the cooperative arrangement. Monthly
differences range from $5 to $51 thousand with an average of
2.34 percent. While the differences do not exhibit a quarterly
pattern, they decrease substantially during the last three quar-
ters of 1969. Total retail returns for the entire period are $136
thousand higher with a cooperative.

Since the Class I farm price in the cooperative model con-
tains a premium, the Class I retail (C1R) price in the cooperative
model is on the average greater than the C1R price in the basic
model. This occurs because C1R is a step function of Class I farm
price (see Figure 6). The maximum Class I price permitted by
the step function ($15.30 per hundredweight) was attained
sooner in the cooperative model than in the basic model; July
1968 vs. August 1969. Since Class I utilization and retail prices
are both greater under the cooperative arrangement, total con-
sumer expenditures are also larger. Total consumer expenditures
over the entire period are $34.1 million for the cooperative model
and $33.2 million for the basic model.

Compared to the basic structure, a cooperative arrangement
yields greater returns to producers, processors and retailers.
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